
 
 

 

 

 

Manifesto for life’s defense by Brazilian Education Workers 
March 31, 2020 

Nowadays, the country and the world are experiencing a moment that requires from everyone of us a 

cry of courage. In the face of the new coronavirus pandemic (COVID 19), the planet and its 

inhabitants can no longer be the same! Hundreds of thousands of persons all over the world, above all 

the huge contingent of informal workers who are helpless, with no social or economic protection, are 

suffering and will suffer increasingly further, every week, the unfolding of a virus epidemic that does 

not select its victims by color, social status, income range, religious choice or nationality. 

 

The seriousness of the current moment calls for everyone's solidarity. And it is through this Manifesto 

that the educators from Brazil publicly defend human life imbued with the deepest altruistic feelings. 

We turn our voice into the thunderous sound of the forgotten, forsaken and invisible crowds. 

 

The current situation in the world and in Brazil makes it imperative to acknowledge that the solution to 

the moment we are experiencing lies in strengthening the State and the public policies. There is no 

perspective of a future without collective and supportive actions! Market rules are not able to buffer 

the suffering of the vast majority of the national and global population. Now, more than ever, public 

services must be guided by universal and responsible logic to everyone. The way out of the current 

crisis is through more State and less market financing public policies for the population! 

 

For this reason, a strong, active State cannot lack adequate amount public workers with proven 

qualities. The neoliberal policy of reducing the State and its public workers contingent is proving to be 

an absolute failure on a daily basis. It is the servants who are committed to public service rendering 

who can guarantee life through this moment of pain and suffering. 

 

In the face of the current and absolute sanitary crisis situation, the Brazilian government, through 

contradictory actions, is dodging the true dimension of the problem, and in a criminal fashion, has 

been acting as a public enemy. Its belief and political action in favor of the markets and against public 

policies widely expose its damnable, deliberate defense against life (and for death). In a time when we 

need union and leadership to deal with this huge challenge we are facing, President Jair Bolsonaro is 

fighting the governors, voicing against the press and has consistently acted against being a true chief of 

the Nation State by contradicting scientific research and successful models to face the coronavirus. 

 

By systematically acting against the policy of social isolation as recommended all over the world by 

sanitary and scientific authorities, President Jair Bolsonaro does the disservice of calling the 

population to the streets and, if that is not enough, trying to promote with public money an institutional 

campaign named “Brazil must not stop”. He proposes the end of social isolation in name of supposedly 

resuming economic activity, as if the economy did not depend on people's lives for its own survival. 

 

The epidemic that is spreading throughout the country and will tend to worsen in the next few weeks, 



 
 

 

 

 

especially if the social isolation policy is abandoned by the governments of the three spheres, requires 

from the State actions to protect people's lives through help and support to cross this difficult path. The 

Government urgently needs to change its trajectory of uncompromised defense of economic 

ultraliberalism that stands for  a minimum State above everything and everyone to adopt measures 

even similar to capitalist countries of the so-called First World that protect the population and the 

working class against the viral pandemic. 

 

From the offset, the Brazilian government has been acting in opposition of the rest of the world in 

combating the coronavirus. In addition of not encouraging social isolation and pressure workers and 

schools to resume their activities, the government has already allowed the workers ruled by the 

Employment Law (CLT) with no counterpart for those workers; and making employees contaminated 

by the COVID19 redundant with no employment compensation if that worker is not able to prove a 

causal link between the contamination and the work environment. Now it is threatening to confiscate 

public servants' incomes among other measures that reveal how inhumane this Government is and its 

lack of expertise to coordinate the resumption of the economy once the sanitary crisis is over. How can 

economic activity be resumed with thousands of lives lost and family incomes deteriorated? 

Employers interests, as defended by Bolsonaro's Government, are short-termist, inconsequential and 

unproductive, both from the point of view of facing the sanitary crisis and to leverage the resumption 

of economic development. 

 

Instead of slashing the working class rights and submitting the population to relentless contamination 

by the coronavirus, the Government, together with the Parliament, should revoke Amendment 95 (that 

prevents social investments) and concentrate efforts in taxing the wealthy in our society. Brazil holds 

one of the highest rates of inequality on the planet, where the wealthiest 1% detains more than half of 

the national income and has more than two dozen billionaires with practically pay no taxes. Federal 

Revenue auditor entities estimate that it is possible to collect R$ 272 billion just by taxing the fortunes 

of moneyed Brazilians, which even include religious individuals. 

 

The taxation of large fortunes, profits and dividends of rich persons and the increase in property tax 

rates and over the bigger incomes are urgent and highly effective measures to combat inequality and 

provide well-being to the entire population, especially during times of crisis such as the one we are 

experiencing. 

 

Following the lack of power and leadership the country is experiencing, the initiative by the National 

Congress that, from the proposition of the Minority bench approved the project instituting an 

emergency payment during three months to low income persons of R$ 600.00 (up to R$ 1,200.00 for 

single mothers), deserves recognition, but it needs to be immediately implemented. Although 

insufficient, the bill demonstrates, at a minimum level, a concern that is not found in the current 



 
 

 

 

 

occupants of the federal executive power. It must be remembered that the Government's proposal of 

“aid” was of a mere R$ 200.00 per month. 

 

On the other hand, a large portion of state and municipal governments, regardless of the political or 

party orientation, have also acted preeminently before the crisis, even though they are constantly 

challenged by inconsequential attacks from the federal government. 

Considering this situation, the public school education workers manifest themselves under the 

following terms to Brazilian society, especially the entire schooling community: 

 

* We demand public economic and education measures different from those supported by 

president Bolsonaro, many of which contradict the Ministry of Health itself and the World Health 

Organization, since they lack theoretical and empirical foundations. The president is guided 

exclusively by the immediate interests of business leaders who are uncommitted to the lives of the 

population and workers' rights; 

 

* Maintenance of salaries (with no reductions), jobs, income and labor contracts in both public 

and private sectors through the adoption of dignified subsistence policies  for Brazilian families, 

especially those originating from segments that have historically been marginalized by public policies; 

 

* Adoption of economic mechanisms that assure compensation for the losses imposed upon 

workers (and not only business leaders), aid for individual micro-entrepreneurs and the institution of a 

(dignified) universal minimum income to the unemployed, informal workers and the poorer families 

that have been excluded since 2016 from the Family Allowance Program; 

 

* Taxation of the large fortunes in Brazil to finance the pandemic combating policies and to 

leverage the future social and economic development process in a sustainable fashion with the 

environment protection. 

 

* Uncompromising defense of the National Health System and all its professionals, and the 

government must broaden the offering of quick tests for the coronavirus and the quantity of intensive 

therapy beds; 

 

* Maintain the full closure of the Brazilian schools in order to contain the spread of the new 

coronavirus with public schools being used as spaces to provide services to other emergency measures 

under the charge of the public health and social assistance agencies; 

* In defense of people's lives in their entirety, assuring their adequate food safety, especially to 

poor students who depend on food for the tables in their homes. For such, the governments must 

prioritize the purchase of family agriculture products as a means of helping this important social 

segment. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

It is vitally important to start thinking about the future! Society demands more State and more public 

policies! More solidarity from the governments and less austerity for the population! More quality 

public health and education, dwelling, sanitation, safety; in sum, respect especially towards the poorer 

and more vulnerable! Those are the banners that the education teachers and employees generously 

offer to the country! 

 

By going against such universal values, Bolsonaro's government clashes with a wide range of the 

Brazilian and global population that is presently fighting for the right to live! Another reason, among 

many others, for the national institutions (Legislative and Judiciary) review the complacent stance 

towards this tyrannical government that shows no respect towards its people and insists in 

transgressing public order and putting human lives at risk in favor of its inconsequential personal 

project. 
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